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Abstract

Search is far from being a solved problem. While search engines may cope well with simple
tasks, searchers and systems struggle as task complexity increases. Task is central to the
search process, motivating the search and driving search behavior. Complex search tasks
require more than support for rudimentary fact finding or re-finding. Various support options
have been offered by search systems over time (e.g., query suggestions, contextual search)
to help search engine users more effectively tackle complex tasks. The recent emergence of
generative artificial intelligence (AI) and the arrival of assistive agents, or copilots, based
on this technology, has the potential to offer further assistance to searchers, especially those
engaged in complex tasks. The implications from these advances for the design of intelligent
systems and for the future of search itself are significant. This overview of the keynote that I
gave at the 2023 ACM SIGIR Conference introduces AI copilots and briefly presents some of
the challenges and opportunities for researching, developing, and deploying search copilots.

Date: 26 July 2023.

1 Tasks in Search

Tasks drive the search process. The information retrieval (IR) and information science communi-
ties have long studied tasks in search [Shah et al., 2023b] and many information seeking models
consider the role of task directly [Belkin, 1980; Dervin, 1998], including task complexity [Byström
and Järvelin, 1995]. Recent estimates suggest that half of all Web searches are not answered.1

Many of those searches are connected to complex search tasks. These tasks are ill-defined and/or
multi-step, span multiple queries, sessions, and/or devices, and require deep engagement with
search engines (many queries, backtracking, branching, etc.) to complete them [Hassan Awadal-
lah et al., 2014]. Complex tasks also often have many facets and cognitive dimensions, and are
closely connected to searcher characteristics such as domain expertise and task familiarity [Sarkar
and Shah, 2021; White, 2018]; what is complex to one searcher, may not be complex to another.

1https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2023/02/07/reinventing-search-with-a-new-ai-powered-micro

soft-bing-and-edge-your-copilot-for-the-web/
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To date, there have been significant attempts to support complex search tasks via human
intermediaries (e.g., librarians, subject matter experts) and search systems. Research on tech-
nologies to support complex tasks includes work on generating query and website suggestions
[Hassan Awadallah et al., 2014; White et al., 2007], personalizing and contextualizing search
[Bennett et al., 2012], and developing new search experiences, including those that span time and
space [White et al., 2019; Agichtein et al., 2012]. We are now also seeing emerging search-related
technologies in the area of generative AI [Najork, 2023] and in conversational search [Gao et al.,
2023]. These more recent advances in particular have opened the door for copilots to finally re-
alize our long-held vision of assistive agents that can guide searchers through the search process,
augment their capabilities, and improve search task outcomes.

2 AI Copilots

Copilots2 are applications of modern AI (e.g., foundation models such as GPT-43 and DALL·E
34) to help people with complex cognitive tasks. Copilots have conversational user interfaces and
copilot users engage with copilots via natural language, they are powered by foundation models,
copilots are extensible with skills/tools/plugins, and they are scoped to specialized domains or
applications (including search). Copilots are intentionally designed to keep humans firmly at the
center of the task completion process to help them complete a broader range of tasks with higher
quality outcomes in less time. We are also seeing an emergence of multi-agent systems that can
use several specialized copilots working together, and with humans, to help people complete their
tasks more efficiently and effectively [Wu et al., 2023].

Integrating copilots into search engines is complex, both on the algorithmic side and in terms of
the user experience. Algorithmically, the search engine uses the top-ranked results for one or more
auto-generated queries to ground the response of the copilot given a searcher request (prompt)
[Lewis et al., 2020]. The answer generated can be supplemented or replaced by instant answers
(weather, flights, etc.) and search results from the search index. These are shown to searchers
as either two separate modalities (e.g., traditional search and conversational search, as in the
case of Bing Chat5) or a single experience that unifies search and copilot results (in the case of
Google Bard6). Figure 1 shows the conversational experience in the Bing Chat copilot. Answers
from the copilots can also be integrated into the search engine result pages (SERPs) for selected
informational queries. Provenance (knowing the source) is critical for building searcher trust and
searchers will often need to verify generated answers before using them, ideally without leaving
the search experience to preserve cognitive flow. Links to sources can be shown alongside answers
(Figure 1). These links also help content creators, publishers, and advertisers, and incentivizes the
continued content creation that is critical for developing future foundation models and copilots.

Copilots and conversational experiences are best viewed as a complement not a replacement
to traditional search engines. Search engines have been around for decades and provide near

2Copilots is the Microsoft terminology for an AI-powered digital assistant designed to work alongside humans
to augment their cognitive capabilities.

3https://openai.com/gpt-4
4https://openai.com/dall-e-3
5http://www.bing.com/chat; Recently rebranded as Microsoft Copilot.
6http://bard.google.com
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Figure 1. Screenshot of the conversational experience in Bing Chat, illustrating the richness of the
requests that can be sent to the copilot, the internal queries that are generated by the system using a
foundation model (in this case, GPT-4), and the completeness of the answer generated by that same
model. Such a comprehensive answer would have taken a considerable amount of human effort to obtain
with a traditional search engine, spanning at least several queries and several landing page visits.

instantaneous access to answers and resources for many intents. These existing and emerging
modalities can and should work well together to help searchers tackle a wider range of tasks. The
capabilities of copilots to better understand intentions and provide assistance beyond fact finding
and basic learning/investigation will expand the task frontier, broadening the range of complex
search tasks that can be completed, e.g., direct support for tasks requiring creative inspiration
(Figure 2). This all moves us a step closer toward intelligent search systems that can help with
all-task completion, comprising the universe of tasks for which people might need search support.

3 Challenges

Despite the promise of copilots, there are significant challenges with them that should be acknowl-
edged and we must find ways to overcome. Those include issues with:

• Hallucinations and Biases: The copilot output shown in response to searcher requests,
which may be skewed, garbled, or inaccurate. This includes the tendency of generative AI
to hallucinate (generate incorrect or non-sensical responses), be affected by biases [Liang
et al., 2021; Ji et al., 2023], and affect searchers’ own biases [Leffer, 2023];

• Learning: The impacts that the copilots can have on searchers, especially on their learning
processes. Learning is a core part of the search process and happens when people engage
with result content [Marchionini, 2006; Vakkari, 2016]. By generating/synthesizing answers
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Figure 2. Visualizing the set of possible tasks that are possible with search only today (predominantly
finding and learning/investigation) plus the expansion in the task frontier with search plus copilots (e.g.,
emerging AI support for creative inspiration, among other complex cognitive activities).

and reducing the need for searchers to engage with content directly, copilots are changing
the learning experience during search, and;

• Control: Shifts in the degree of agency that humans have in the search process. Searchers
want control and they want to understand how and why certain answers were provided
[Bates, 1990]. When copilots are used, there is less control over answer generation, but more
control over task/goal specification via more expressive natural language inputs and more
strategic, less tactical search operations by searchers in general.

All of these need to be better understood. There are other challenges that are less related to the
technology and are more about the usage of search engines, e.g., changing deeply ingrained habits
that people may have for using search only (not copilots too), using keyword search only (not
natural language), and using specific search engines that do not offer AI copilot functionalities.

4 Opportunities

For some time, members of the IR community have argued that the future of information access
will involve personal search assistants with advanced capabilities, including natural language input,
rich sensing, user/task/world models, and reactive and proactive experiences [White, 2016]. Some
of these aspirations have thus far been out of reach, at least at the levels of performance required for
large-scale deployment in flagship products. However, through the recent emergence of foundation
models, technology is catching up with this vision. AI copilots will shape the future of information
access and there are opportunities going forward in at least four areas:
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• Model Innovation: Various advances in better modeling tasks so that copilots can represent
searchers’ intentions and goals, collecting feedback data to help align copilot outputs with
searchers’ preferences and values, augmenting model inputs using retrieval results and other
forms of grounding and knowledge injection to generate more accurate copilot answers, and
specializing models to specific tasks or applications and applying these models in a staged
manner to minimize copilot scaling costs [Zhang et al., 2023].

• Next-Generation Experiences: Unified experiences spanning search and chat, including rec-
ommendations of copilot settings (e.g., foundation model temperature) and search modalities
given task demands, supporting human learning, increasing automation while maintaining
user agency and transparency, and expanding the scope of tasks that copilots can take all the
way to completion, considering costs and benefits to searchers [Broder and McAfee, 2023].

• Measurement: Studying the performance of the copilots in various task settings (defining
appropriate metrics, etc.), applying the underlying foundation models for tasks such as rele-
vance judgment [Faggioli et al., 2023], intent classification [Shah et al., 2023a], and building
more realistic simulations of searcher behavior to help more fully evaluate search systems
[White et al., 2005], and understanding the searcher (e.g., mental models and changes in
search behavior), the tasks where copilots perform best (and worst), and the capabilities of
the copilots themselves.

• Broader Implications: Ensuring that copilots act responsibly with appropriate guardrails,
exploring different business models, especially with an expansion in the task frontier into
new types of task support, and ensuring that the negative impact on content creators is
minimized (i.e., no “paradox of reuse” [Vincent, 2022], where fewer incentives for content
creators mean less new content is created and hence less new data to train future foundation
models), capitalizing on data and feedback from broad integration of copilots in existing
applications, and various societal issues (e.g., sustainability, privacy, policy).

The opportunities are plentiful and there are likely many more than those outlined briefly
in this section. The IR community should embrace this timely opportunity to take the lead on
answering many of these questions. Their implications could be far reaching, extending beyond
the realms of information access and into other domains such as productivity, education, and
scientific discovery.

5 Concluding Remarks

It is clear that copilots will have a significant impact on how people access, manage, and use
information. Copilots will augment and empower users to complete more of their tasks more
accurately and more quickly. Task completion has been called the “last mile” of search interaction
[White, 2018] and any progress from serving lists of starting points (SERP contents) to supporting
the completion of more tasks is most welcome. Copilots will help with complex tasks in particular
and we need to balance their use with the use of search engines, given search habits that have
built up over decades and the massive costs involved in serving generative AI at scale. Careful
search interface design is also required to help people quickly understand copilot capabilities and
to unify search and copilots to simplify the search experience and preserve flow. Mechanisms
to recommend the best modality for the current task would also help searchers utilize this new
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technology more effectively. These promising advances need to be balanced against implications
for human learning and human control [Vakkari, 2016; Shneiderman, 2022], with AI safety as a
critical underpinning, and adequate attention on societal issues from privacy to policy (and more).

6 Addendum

The slides for the keynote are available online.7 This article has only scratched the surface of
the broad range issues in this important area and there is not room to cover them in more detail
in this extended abstract. Please see [White, 2023] for an in-depth examination on many of the
topics covered here and more.
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